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Questioning in Different Settings
• Whole class

• Small groups

• Individual children                                                     
(circulating while children work)



Questioning Goals

• Help teachers focus on exploring and building on 
children’s thinking                                                           
(vs. only getting them to the correct answer)

• Help teachers value & learn about children’s thinking

• Help children learn

• Help children engage with other children’s thinking



Try it!  How did Joy solve the problem?

Joy’s strategy

Problem: The teacher has 4 
pancakes to share equally 
among 6 children. How much 
pancake does each child 
get?



Joy’s Strategy

The teacher has 4 pancakes 
to share equally among 6 
children. How much pancake 
does each child get?

• Divided 4 pancakes into 4ths
• Passed out 1/4 to each child 

twice
• Divided last pancake into 8ths 

(likely cutting 4ths in half)
• Passed out 1/8 to each child
• Divided the last 2/8 into 6 

pieces 
• Passed out 1/24 to each child
• Answer

o Wrote fractions as words
o Drew unclear picture after 

“total”
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Anticipated Questions for Joy (Ms. Ward)

1. I would ask Joy if there was another way she could share [4] 
pancakes with [6] children.                                                     
(She may have started with fourths without thinking about 
the outcome, so I would like to see if she could do thirds or 
halves.)

2. I would ask her if 1/4 + 1/4  + 1/8 + 1/24 would be the most 
efficient way to share pancakes or if she could find a way to 
cut bigger servings.                                                                                    
(I know she understands equivalency so I would like to see 
what she [more efficiently] comes up with.)



Anticipated Questions for Joy (Ms. Reed)
1. Can you tell me what you did?                                                                          

(To understand the thinking behind the work)
2. Why did you split the first 3 pancakes into 4 pieces?                                        

(To understand the rationale, to see if she saw the relationship with the 
people)

3. Tell me about the last pancake.                                                                           
(I want to see what she was thinking when she split this pancake.)

4. You wrote here 1/24.  Can you show me 1/24 in the picture?  
5. How do you know that is 1/24?  (What thinking was behind this decision 

to split the pieces?  What understanding does she have about it?)
6. Do you know how much the kids will get altogether?  (Can she add her 

pieces?)  
7. Is it more than 1/2 or less?  
8. More than 1 or less?
9. Is there another way to split the pancakes?                                                      

(Does she see the connection now?)



How closely connected were the teachers’ questions to 
Joy’s current strategy?

INSIDE 
QUESTIONS

Teachers’ questions 
explore strategy 

details inside Joy’s 
current strategy 

OUTSIDE 
QUESTIONS

Teachers’ questions 
explore strategy 

details outside Joy’s 
current strategy 

[focus is on a new 
strategy]



Ms. Reed
1. Can you tell me what you did? 

(To understand the thinking behind the work)
2. Why did you split the first 3 pancakes into 4 

pieces? (To understand the rationale, to see if 
she saw the relationship with the people)

3. Tell me about the last pancake.                        
(I want to see what she was thinking when she 
split this pancake.)

4. You wrote here 1/24.  Can you show me 1/24 in 
the picture?  

5. How do you know that is 1/24?  (What thinking 
was behind this decision to split the pieces?  
What understanding does she have about it?)

6. Do you know how much the kids will get 
altogether?  (Can she add her pieces?)  

7. Is it more than 1/2 or less?  
8. More than 1 or less?
9. Is there another way to split the pancakes? 

(Does she see the connection now?)

Ms. Ward

1. I would ask Joy if there was 
another way she could share [4] 
pancakes with [6] children.                                        
(She may have started with 
fourths without thinking about 
the outcome, so I would like to 
see if she could do thirds or 
halves.)

2. I would ask her if 1/4 + 1/4  + 
1/8 + 1/24 would be the most 
efficient way to share pancakes 
or if she could find a way to cut 
bigger servings.                            
(I know she understands 
equivalency so I would like to 
see what she [more efficiently] 
comes up with.)

INSIDE 
QUESTIONS

OUTSIDE 
QUESTIONS
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Describe in detail what Joy did in response to this problem.

Ms. Reed’s Description Ms. Ward’s Description



Describe in detail what Joy did in response to this problem.

Ms. Reed’s Description

Joy drew her 4 pancakes and cut 
them into 1/4’s.  I believe she did 
that because she is comfortable with 
1/4’s.  When she reached her last 
pancake she realized 1/4’s wouldn’t 
get each person a pancake piece.    
I think she then divided it into 1/8’s.  
Again, I think the 1/4’s and 1/8’s are 
comfortable for her.  After she 
numbered 6 she realized she had 2 
pieces left so she divided the last 2 
1/8’s into 6 pieces.  I believe she 
counted the pieces as if thirds were 
in each 1/8 to come up with twenty-
fourths.

Ms. Ward’s Description
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Joy drew 4 pancakes first, then 
automatically cut them into 
fourths.  She may feel 
comfortable with fourths?  She 
knew the last one could be cut 
into sixths except for 1 fourth 
would be cut into twenty-fourths.  
She understands equivalence 
but cannot notate her thinking 
yet!
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Why is paying attention to strategy details 
needed for crafting inside questions?

• Clarifies what the child did (for teachers or the child)

• Supports the child in articulating his or her thinking

• Highlights key mathematics the child already used 

• Explores the child’s understanding

• Provides the child an opportunity to self-correct

• Helps the child to make sense of partial or 
abandoned strategies



Inside Questions

• Attention to strategy details matters!

• Focus on 2 types today:
• Ask about the specific steps the child went through 
to solve the problem (and why)

PROCESS Questions

• Ask about how the child’s representation links to 
the story context

REPRESENTATION Questions

INSIDE 
QUESTIONS



Divine (grade 4) 
Divine had 12 giant candy bars to share with 
the kids on her soccer team.  She wants to give 
each person 3/4 of a bar of chocolate.  How 
many kids will she be able to give chocolate to 
before she runs out?

• Represents 1 whole as 3/4 & 1/4
• Circles three 1 fourths 4 times
• Counts 16 groups of 3/4
• Answers “16 chocolate bars”



Divine (grade 4)  
Divine had 12 giant chocolate bars to share with the kids on her 
soccer team.  She wants to give each person ¾ of a bar of 
chocolate.  How many kids will she be able to give chocolate to 
before she runs out? 



Divine (grade 4) 
Divine had 12 giant candy bars to share with the kids 
on her soccer team.  She wants to give each person 
3/4 of a bar of chocolate.  How many kids will she be 
able to give chocolate to before she runs out?

PROCESS
Questions

So how many kids get chocolate? (16) How do you 
know 16? What are you doing for that?

So all those 3 fourths together make 12 chocolate 
bars? (yes) Prove that to me—how could you 
convince me?

REPRESENTATION
Questions

Where are the 12 chocolate bars in your picture? 

So when you circle those three 1 fourths of a 
chocolate bar, what does that mean in the story?



Rosie (grade 5) 
It takes 1/5 of a gallon of paint to paint one 
doghouse. How many doghouses can you 
paint with 4 3/5 gallons of paint?
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Make sense of 
her strategy & 
write down some 
questions to pose 
to Rosie
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Rosie (grade 5)
It takes 1/5 of a gallon of paint to paint 
one doghouse. How many doghouses 
can you paint with 4 3/5 gallons of paint?

PROCESS
Questions

[pointing to the vertical numbers on the left 
side: 5, 10…] Tell me again why you added 
these numbers.

How did you get the answer of 23 dog 
houses?

REPRESENTATION
Questions

And what’s this mean in our story when you 
wrote 1/5 × 10 = 2?

Stay here just so I can understand what this 
means to you in the story. 1/5 of a gallon of 
paint…
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Take-Aways About Questioning
• Need to attend to strategy details 

• Ask questions both before and after correct answers

• Power of the inside/outside lens
Are the teacher’s questions inside or 
outside of the child’s current strategy?
o Simple, powerful, & memorable reminder for teachers
ü Am I starting with an inside question?
ü Are inside or outside questions dominating our   

conversation?
o Sample inside question categories

ü Process questions about the child’s problem-solving steps
ü Representation questions about links to the story context

INSIDE 
QUESTIONS

OUTSIDE 
QUESTIONS



How to Support Teachers in Gaining This Expertise

Step 1: Pay attention to strategy details in children’s work

Step 2: Craft questions linked to children’s strategy details

Challenging but critical skill!



How to Support Teachers in Gaining This Expertise

Step 1: Pay attention to strategy details in children’s work

• Build teachers’ curiosity about children’s thinking

• Identify children’s partial understandings 
(what they do know vs. do not know)

• Practice noticing details in video and written work
oClear à more complex examples
oMix of correct/incorrect answers (valid/invalid strategies)

oUse authentic written work (from facilitator & teachers)

oStart with 1 strategy à more strategies



How to Support Teachers in Gaining This Expertise

Step 2: Craft questions linked to children’s strategy details
• Distinguish inside vs. outside questions

• Anticipate questions for strategies in video & written work
• Record questions so teachers can “publish” & refine them
• Start with questions for 1 strategy à multiple strategies
oQuestions for the author 

oQuestions for other children in the class

oQuestions comparing/contrasting 2 or more strategies



Questions & Comments



Take-Aways About Questioning
• Need to attend to strategy details 

• Ask questions both before and after correct answers

• Power of the inside/outside lens

INSIDE 
QUESTIONS

Teachers’ questions 
explore strategy 

details inside a child’s 
current strategy 

OUTSIDE 
QUESTIONS

Teachers’ questions 
explore strategy 
details outside a 

child’s current strategy 
[focus is on a new 

strategy]



Share Your Feedback

In the NCSM Conference App, click the 
“Schedule” icon and select this session 

(search function is available)

We strive to continually improve our educational programming. Please take a moment to evaluate 
this session by following the instructions below:

On the session page, scroll down to the 
“Surveys” section and click on “Session 

Survey” to begin

Thank you for sharing your feedback with us!


